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Check out our enterprise imaging platform with unparalleled speed, 

flexibility, and performance. It is built for SHARING, ACCESS and 

MOBILITY. The platform is highly scalable, reliable, and 

secure. It works with your existing infrastructure, providing a 

very cost-effective solution, designed to meet your practice's   

unique needs. It includes a web based viewer that will work on 

any workstation or mobile device. 
 
 

 
A solution that will grow with you Seamless integration with your workflow Flawless quality on any device 

 

 

Share full fidelity images and collaborate with a  

single click through secure channels. -No more CDs! 

Never download large files to your desktop 

again, because storage is secure in the Cloud. 
 

Access your patient's medical images from 

anywhere in the world. 

Built to continually leverage and 

accommodate  new technologies. 
 

Easy & fast setup. 24/7 support. Built for resilient disaster  recovery. 
 

Go mobile. View your patient's medical images  

on any device: desktop, laptop, tablet, or phone. 

 
 

Diagnose quickly & accurately with the speed 

& image quality of a dedicated  workstation. 

 
 

Features: 
 

Study List 

Zoom & Pan 

Window Leveling 

Reference Lines 

Cine 

Multi-Monitor 

Measurements 

Export 

Live Collaboration 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Contact Us 
1-888-405-7477 

info@visibilityone.com 

www.visibilityone.com 
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TESTIMONIALS 

 
 

"Gone are the days of using Dropbox, WeTransfer and shipping CDs to share our medical imaging. Cloud MRI 

enables me to easily send our CT scans to other clinics, saving valuable time everyday." 

 

 

"Cloud MRI’s Key Image Notes (KINs) feature actively differentiates our radiology reports from other veterinary 

teleradiology practices" 

 

 

"Having the films stored electronically and being accessible to the families and to the orthopedics and 

radiologists has been a real success story." 

 

 

 "Cloud MRI makes it easy to view my images from my phone or iPad and share them with my clients within 

moments. It’s quick and inexpensive; exactly what I needed." 

 

 

“Pet owners love the new experience and they share it with their friends and family. This word-of-mouth 

movement drives new clients for our veterinary practice partners.” 

 

 

“Cloud MRI enables me to read imaging studies taken at my facility in Brazil from anywhere in the world. 

 Currently I’m working out of Paris, but it’s as if I’m in the reading room at home." 

 

 

"We have been thrilled with the success of the Cloud MRI Publisher in providing critical diagnostic information 

to patients and referring physicians in a coordinated fashion." 

 
Contact Us Today! 

 
1-888-405-7477 
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www.visibilityone.com 
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